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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the Lau vs Nichols decision of 1974 it became man-
datory for school systems to provide special help for any
non-English speaking students in the United States (Comisi6n
de Derechos Civiles, 1975). However, this law has been
interpreted in many different ways with emphasis being
placed sometimes arbitrarily on one aspect or another.
This is due to the fact that there is a lack of consensus
on the direction bilingual education should take (Hornby,
1977) •
The danger is present that children who speak two lan-
guages may grow up with only a cursory knowledge of both
languages and may not be functionally proficient in either.
Such linguistic deficiencies limit the academic, social
and emotional progress of a student.
:Host kindergarten programs (both monolingual and
bilingual) stress oral language development but its place
in the curriculum often diminishes once the child begins to
read. As a result, it is often erroneously assumed that
children are acquiring the proper language forms.
1
2Purpose
Acquisition of correct language forms in children should --
not be taken for granted or left to chance. The purpose
of this study was twofold: (1) to identify specific receptive
and expressive deficiencies in bilingual children, (2) to
design and implement an oral language program to remediate
deficiencies identified in the first phase.
Scope and Limitations
A review of the literature was made to identify the
level of language acquisition typical of seven and eight
year old monolingual children, the role of bilingual educa-
tion in maximal development of the bilingual child's
potential and general problem areas in English language
acquisition for the bilingual child.
The study was limited to the identification and remedia-
tion of syntactic language deficiencies in second and third
grade Spanish/English bilingual students at Longfellow
Elementary School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. These children
were administered the Northwestern Syntax Screening Test
in October, 1979.
A • • • measure of syntactic maturity can be made with
the Northwestern Syntax Screening Test by L. Lee. The
first section tests receptive understanding of major
syntactic structures; in the second part, both under-
standing and repetition abilities are examined. The
test is individually administered and takes up to fifteen
3minutes. The tasks it presents may be difficult for
some children younger than five, and in interpreting
the results it is well to remember that the percentiles
were established on the basis of scores by upper- and
middle-income children. (Pflaum-Connor, 1978, p. 80)
Given that no test is a perfect measure of one's
ability in a particular area, the NSST also has its limita-
tions. Buros (1978) cites two main shortcomings in the con-
struction of this screening instrument which the test
administrator must take into consideration when analyzing
the test results.
It is important to note that in the expressive portion,
any response containing a grammatical error is considered
a failure. This scoring decision has met with substantial
criticism because the specific grammatical distinction
being tested may, in fact, be correct. (p. 1505)
The NSST is most definitely weakest in the expressive
section, relying much too heavily on the imitative
response mode, and in so doing, often penalizing the
child who may in fact be a language generator. (p. 1506)
However, the test's usefulness outweighs its limitations.
I highly recommend that • • • teachers use this test
to identify children who deviate in syntactic development
from their peers, especially in the area of expressive
syntactic forms. NSST will assess specific areas of
grammatical confusion and could provide teaching goals
4in an enrichment language program. Language research
investigators will find it useful as a pre- and post-
test measuring the acquisition of syntax. (p. 1506)
The NSST was chosen for use in this study because of its
ability to point out general weaknesses in grammatical under-
standing within a class group and to form the basis for a
beginning language p~ogram. A more comprehensive plan of
language development would of necessity go beyond this
assessment tool and the scope of this research paper.
After the administration of the NSST the children's
scores were calculated and specific items were tabulated in
a hierarchy of most frequently missed syntactic structures.
The oral language program was then developed to teach correct
syntactic usage; beginning with the most basic needs and
proceeding to the most difficult items missed on the NSST.
The children were posttested with the NSST in February to
assess progress made.
Definition of Terms
Syntax: Will be defined as the arrangement of words as
elements in a sentence to show their relationship.
Language deficiencies: Will be defined as errors in
syntax nontypical for seven and eight year old English
dominant speakers.
Bilingual children: 'viII be defined as second and third
grade students with functional receptive understanding of
the English and Spanish languages.
5Summary
In this chapter, the writer has stated the purpose,
presented the scope and limitations, and defined the terms
as they will be used in this paper. A review of related
literature will be presented in the following chapter.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATED TO BILINGUAL
EDUCATION AND ORAL LANGUAGE DE\~LOPMENT
Bilingual Education
Spanish-Speaking Children in English-Speaking Schools--
Difficulties Encountered
The Hispanic population has not been exempt from the
stereotyping, misconceptions or lack of understanding which
other minorities have incurred in the United States.
The fact that many Hispanics speak a second language has
further compounded their struggle for economic, political
and social satisfaction. Failure to speak English fluently
has placed limitations on educational and career opportunities,
which often leads to isolation and polarization. Illiteracy
in Spanish leads native speakers to consider it as a second-
rate language and themselves as second-rate citizens.
But before educational plans to promote biliteracy and
positive self concept are discussed some of the negative
effects of being a Spanish/English bilingual student will be
examined. Many of the overt practices which caused doubt and
confusion in the young bilingual or solely Spanish-speaking
child's mind are no longer legally permissible. However,
many of the subtle, attitudinal nuances \vhich they perceive
6
7from others have a long lasting and deep impact,
indicating that a bilingual program must have an influence
beyond the classroom and even beyond the school to be effec-
tive.
In the Lau vs. Nichols Decision of 1974 it became
mandatory for school systems to provide special help--usual1y
in the form of Eng1ish-As-A-Second Language (ESL) training
for any non-English speaking students (Comisi6n de Derechos
Civiles, 1975). Prior to this time, children who entered
school speaking a different language were placed in a
regular classroom and were expected to function only in
English. These children began reading in English regard-
less of whether or not they understood the words or concepts
being taught. Much of the material was learned by rote but
not understood until one or two years later when fluency
\'las gained in English. As a result, "disproportionate
numbers of Spanish-speaking students are placed in classes
for the mentally retarded because they cannot cope with
placement tests given in English. Nany are also placed in
remedial and nonacademic classes" (Ballesteros, 1970, p. 26).
A "No Spanish Rule" was adopted by many districts,
especially in the Southwest, until very recently--complete
,dth this form.
8VIOLATION SLIP - SPANISH DETENTION
was speaking
~::"':"""'--:--"":'"""::-------::-~---:-:::-:--~-:--~-----(Student1s name and classification)
Spanish during school hours. This pupil must report to
Spanish detention in the cafeteria on the assigned day.
(The teacher reporting should place the date on this slip.)
(Dates to report)
Return this slip to Mr.
before 3:30 p.m. 9/66.
(Teacher reporting)
or Mr.
Other punishments for speaking Spanish in school in-
cluded: fines, writing lines, standing on the "black square,"
extra assignments, and detention (Ram{rez and Castaneda,
1974) •
According to Antonio Simoes, Jr. (1976), if English is
demanded as the only language to be taught, only "folk
values" will be maintained in the second language. Then
literacy in English controls the value system and the child
is assimilated into the mainstream culture. If children
read and write only English--even though instructed orally
in their home language--and do not learn that literature,
geography, science, mathematics, etc. exist in their home
language, they come to view that language as a second-rate
means of communication. lilt is not far from that conclusion
to the conclusion that those who speak the home language are
second-rate people" (p. 28).
9The effects of having Spanish-dominant children begin
their education solely in English are very broad and often
very damaging. The child internalizes the world and values
of his/her family during the primary socialization period
before entering school. "In the home he learns the language
of his parents. The experiences he has in his early years
give meaning to all he perceives. He is dependent upon
words and their meanings which he gains through his culture
(Menarik, 1973, p. 15). The child's image of who he/she
is is very closely tied to the language spoken in the home.
Imagine then, a child--Rosa--who enters kindergarten and one
of her first educational experiences is to have her name
changed to Rosie. The child's idea of "she is what she is
called" is disrupted, i.e. her concept of her specific place
in the world is no longer a secure image (Simoes, 1976).
The child has undergone the first of several possible
emotional, psychological and social changes in adapting
from the home to the school environment. These changes
could result in confusion, rejection of one or the other
environments, isolation from the other children, or lowering
of self-esteem, any of which would affect the academic pro-
gress of the child.
Language is an integral part of the child's perception
of the world. And that language is inseparably associated
with his/her culture. "Adaption to a new language does not
mean forsaking the mother-tongue. Such an attitude has been
10
prevalent in American schools. Language is more than a
means of communication. It is the expression of customs,
thoughts and values" (Menarik, 1973, p. 7). The schoolts
rejection of the Spanish language or of anything which is
related to the child's culture implies rejection of the
child h~nself. The child does not receive the opportunity
to establish a bicultural identity, but is placed in a
position where he must identify with one culture rather than
the other.
Most difficult of all, such policies exert pressure on
the child to make a choice at a time in his life when
the values that he has acquired at home are not con-
sciously articulab1e by the child (Ramirez and Castaneda,
1974, p. 23).
Essentially, children will choose one of three roles:
rejection of the school environment (often first generation
families or families living in a predominantly Latin com-
munity with predominantly Anglo school influence); rejection
of the home environment (often second or third generation
families, those from urban settings, or as a result of pre-
dominantly Anglo peer pressure); or acceptance of both
(generally children of mixed marriages, children attending
good bilingual programs, or living in areas where there is a
harmonious racial mixture) (Hornby, 1977; Ram1rez and
Castaneda, 1974; Simoes, 1976).
11
Less obvious to many educators are the differences in
values, cognitive styles and motivational styles which chil-
dren of different racial and ethnic backgrounds bring to
school with them. If these differences are not understood
and given consideration in academic planning, there is cer-
tain to be a loss of cooperation between home and school and
further confusion, frustration and loss of self-esteem on
the part of the child. At least there is information
available on these differences for the Hispanic child and
generally there are people available in the school systems
who speak the language and can explain the cultural causes
for some of the problems teachers and administrators may
have with Spanish-speaking children. But consider the
recent influx of Laotian students into the United States.
Very few people speak their language or understand their
cultural background. One can only imagine the confusion and
isolation they are experiencing each school day.
There are two very basic value differences between the
Hispanic and the mainstream population in the United States
which must be considered. Hispanic parents foster strong
identification with the family, the community and the ethnic
group while Anglo parents encourage a sense of separate
identity. Secondly, cooperation and group effort are valued
by the Hispanics and individual competitive achievement is
generally rewarded by Anglos.
12
In summary, socialization in traditional Mexican-
American culture results in individuals who are strongly
identified ''lith their families and ethnic group, sensi-
tive to the feelings of others, oriented toward coopera-
tive achievement, respectful of adults and social con-
vention, and who expect to receive close guidance from
adults. (RamIrez and Castaneda, 1974, p. 48)
In a school which is unaware or insensitive to these
differences, the children may find that the expectations of
the educational personnel are unrelated to their early
experience. They enter school' speaking Spanish and having
pride in their heritage and find that they are not allowed to
speak Spanish and their culture is considered inferior.
They ''1ant to do ,veIl for their parents and find that their
parents are not encouraged to participate. They have a
cooperative achievement orientation and find that individual
competition is encouraged. They expect to model themselves
after the teacher but find the teacher detached and not
oriented to close guidance. IIPerhaps most damaging of all
is the feeling that he must reject his culture in order to
be accepted" (Ram{rez and Castaneda, 1974, p. 55).
The following socialization study by Ram{rez and Price-
Williams (Ram{rez and Castaneda, 1974) vividly points out
the basic determinants in cognitive styles for Anglo-Americans
and Mexican Americans.
13
Houston mothers were asked to rate the following four
statements:
1) A child should be encouraged to be very competitive.
2) Children should be allowed to do things on their own
so that they can learn from their mistakes.
3) A mother should protect her child as much as possible
because he/she will have plenty of time later to face
reality and suffering.
4) Children should be guided very closely by their
parents so they do not make as many mistakes and
become discouraged.
The first two items received more positive response from
the Anglo-American mothers, while the last two items were
chosen most frequently by z,,1exican-American mothers.
The differences in attitudes illustrated in these
findings are reflected in socialization practices of
these two cultures • • •• Values and socialization
styles determine or affect development of cognitive
style in children • • • (and) affect many school learn-
ing behaviors "'lhich, when recognized may be utilized
to teach children effectively. (RamIrez and Castaneda,
1974, p. 60)
If the child is oriented to group cooperation and identi-
fication he/She will find it very difficult to adjust to a
school situation where the students are expected to work
alone and there is little interaction with other students
or little individual guidance from the teachers. The
teachers may vim., the child as bothersof.ae and impolite. The
14
child may feel rejected and isolated. Poor academic per-
formance often accompanied with disruptive behavior can stem
from such lack of understanding.
Kagen and Madsen (1971) conducted a study of incentive-
motivational styles between Hexican, Hexican-American and
Anglo-American children. Children were rewarded for their
behavior in different types of situations. Mexican and
Mexican-American children reacted positively to situations
where they ,vere rewarded for cooperative efforts. Ang10-
American children were higher in situations where they had
to compete to achieve rewards.
Another study by Ram{rez and Price-Williams (Ram{rez
and Castaneda, 1974) analyzed Mexican-American and Ang1o-
American children for need achievement with the School
Situations Picture Stories Techniques (SSPST) which con-
sists of a series of pictorial presentations to which the
subjects must respond with situational stories. Ang1o-
American children rated higher on personal need achievement
indicating that the achiever is the primary beneficiary.
In contrast, Mexican-American children scored higher on
need achievement for the family, indicating that they wanted
to achieve to make their family proud of them or that they
might make a contribution to the family cause.
The SSPST also demonstrated that Nexican-.lunerican chil-
dren scored higher on need affiliation, i.e. a greater
15
desire to interact with others and belong to a social group.
They were also higher on need to nurture; showing greater
sensitivity to other's feelings and a willingness to help
others.
Assimilation vs. Cultural Democracy
The preceding pages demonstrate the problems encountered
by the bilingual child in the regular classroom. The need
for bilingual education is clearly evident if culturally-
different children are to be able to adapt successfully to
two languages and two cultures and to approximate the limits
of their potential. Yet, there is a great deal of opposi-
tion to the concept of bili~lal-biculturaleducation.
The debate is most intense over the issue of cultural
assimilation vs. cultural democracy. Those who oppose
bilingual education are generally less concerned with its
use as a transitional program where non-English speaking
students receive instruction in their native language only
until they have reached a level of proficiency in English
to enable them to participate in the regular classroom. \Vhat
they do object to is a developmental program in which students
continue their education in both languages after they have
attained proficiency in English. Opponents fear that
bilingual education for minority students will foster separa-
tism. "Critics charge that many bilingual programs are more
social than educational and threaten the melting pot concept
that the English language should be a unifying force for all
.Americans" (Il. S. News & WORld Report, Narch 6, 1978, p. 59).
16
The same article indicates that opponents of the develop-
mental program are gaining recogni·tion:
In what promises to be a highly emotional issue in many
places, the (Carter) administration plans to return the
federal government's ten year-old bilingual education
program to its original concept: preparing youngsters
who are deficient in English to take part in an English-
speaking society. (p. 58)
Proponents of the developmental program have quite a
different view of the function of bilingual education. They
endorse a policy of cultural democracy which "states that
an individual can be bicultural and still be loyal to
American ideals!1 (Ramirez and Castaneda, 1974, p. 23).
"Thus the child has the legal right as an individual to be
different in choosing his life style, while at the same time
he is a personally responsible ma~ber of a larger dominant
society" (Henarik, 1973, p. 14).
Exclusive training in the home language and culture is
not the goal of a developmental bilingual program. Instruc-
tion in English as a second language begins the instant the
child enters school. The fact that instruction in English
is given a prominent place in the education of non-English
speaking students is proof of the fact that bilingual educa-
tion does not have separatism as its objective. "The
concept of cultural democracy • • • has as its primary
17
educational goal, the ability to function effectively in
and the responsibility to contribute to developments in
both cultural worlds" (Ramirez and Castaneda, 1974, p. 29).
Low Hentality vs. Bicognitive Superiority
Another area of controversy concerning Hispanic students
is that of IILm'1 Hentality vs. Bicognitive Superiority".
Research prior to enactment of the Title VII Bilingual Educa-
tion Act (1968) and results of the Lau vs. Nichols Case (1974)
(landmarks in bilingual education in the United States)
generally found that bilingual children scored lower than mono-
lingual children on most measures of aptitude and intelligence
(Hornby, 1977; Simoes, 1976). Reasons of language inter-
ference and "cultural deficiency" were generally given. How-
ever, it was latar discovered that many variables had not
been taken into consideration between the control groups and
the experimental groups in these studies, rendering the
results invalid. Such variables included: socioeconomic
status, educational opportunities, degree of bilingualism
or monolingualism, and experience of teaching personnel.
Some of these unconsidered variables may account for the
fact that during the 1950's, 75% of the Hispanic population
in the Waukesha Public School System ,rere enrolled in classes
for the mentally retarded (Campbell, 1979).
Statistics gathered for this research paper can be used
to demonstrate how easily lack of training can be mis-
interpreted as low mentality. A group of second and third
18
grade bilingual children were pretested in October, 1979,
with the Northwestern Syntax Screening Test (NSST) to
pinpoint areas of language deficiency.
If the results are compared to the normative group, they
show that only 17% of the class scored above the 50th per-
centi1e, while 75% scored below the lOth percentile on both
the receptive and expressive sections of the test. According
to the interpretive guidelines given in the manual:
Children who score lower than two standard deviations
below the mean on both the receptive and the expressive
portions of the NSST may be eA~remely immature or,
in some cases, mentally retarded children. 0i the 344
children in this study only 3 (less than 1%) scored
below the second deviation line on both receptive and
expressive. (Lee, 1969, p. 9)
Obviously, 75% of the class is not extremely immature or
mentally retarded but it does point out that an examiner
who stopped at this point could conceivably make that assump-
tion. And similar scores gathered from other groups of
Hispanic children could easily lead to the generalization
that most Hispanic children are of limited mental ability.
Fortunately, the test author offers some guidelines for
proper use of the test results:
Since the NSST is based upon standard American dialect,
it is inappropriate as a test of language development
for any other dialect group. If an examiner wishes to
19
knmi how well the children of another dialect group
used standard American dialect in reception and expres-
sion, it would be useful for that purpose. But a
bilingual child • should never be judged as
lllanguage delayedll or lllanguage deficient ll by his
scores on the NSST. (p. 12)
In contrast, those who support the theory of bicognitive
development contend that II speakers of minority lan.:,ouages
should be regarded as advantaged rather than disadvantaged
and education for them should be modified so that they can
take advantage of their potential through bilingual
literacyll (Simones, 1976, p. 37).
\'lallace Lambert and Elizabeth Peal (two of the leading
authorities on bilinb~alism in Canada) controlled as many
of the variables as possible which were noted above as
shortcomings in previous bilingual research. In this study
of French-English bilinguals in Montreal in 1962 (Hornby,
1977), Lambert and Peal expected to find a bilingual deficit
but wanted to pinpoint what the intellectual components of
that deficit might be in order to develop compensatory
educational strategies. Their results, however, did not
show the expected deficit but rather:
that French-English bilingual children • • • scored
significantly ahead of carefully matched mono-linguals
on both verbal and nonverbal measures of intelligence.
Furthermore, the patterns of test results suggested that
the bilingual had a more diversified structure of
20
intelligence, as measured, and more flexibility of
thought. (p. 16)
The researchers went on to collect data from around the
world from their colleagues in the study of bilingualism.
Studies from Singapore, S\V'itzerland, South Africa, Israel,
Ne\., York, and ~vestern Canada "indicate that bilingual chil-
dren relative to monolingual controls, show definite advan-
tages on measures of 'cognitive flexibility', 'creativity'
and tdivergent thought tlJ (Hornby, 1977, p. 16).
Sandra Ben-Zeev studied the idea of cognitive flexibility
with Hebrew-English bilinguals in Israel and New York as
part of her unpublished doctoral dissertation. She found
that bilinguals have greater skill at auditory reorganiza-
tion of verbal material, a much more flexible manipulation
of the linguistic code and more advanced performance on
tests of concrete operational thinking (Hornby, 1977).
If the idea of bicognitive flexibility exists, then why
do so many Spanish-English bilingual children in the United
States do poorly in school? The answer is that a great number
of Hispanic children are not emotionally, cognitively or
linguistically prepared to deal with mainstream educational
demands at the time of school entrance. Proper bilingual
bicultural education can close the gap between potential and
actual level of achievement.
Bilingual Education in the United States
't'lithin the field of Spanish/English bilingual education
itself, there are numerous theories regarding methods of
21
implementation and desired outcomes. Ironically, the
Immersion school which receives the most public support is
the least critical method of bilingual education. This
option is offered to parents of English dominant students
in the elementaIJr grades who wish to have their children be-
come bilingual. In this type of program the child is said to
be learning a foreign language because its use is not
officially required outside of the classroom.
The bilingual-bicultural program deals more exclusively
''lith second..J.anguage learning. II A second-language is the
official, non-home language of a citizen in a country,
where he needs the official language for full participation
in the social, political and economic life of their nation"
(Paulston, 1974, p. 12). Children who enter this program
at the kindergarten level are administered the James-Language
Dominance Test to assess their level of functioning in both
lan.:,.ouages and to determine their dominant language (the
language in which they demonstrate greater linguistic pro-
ficiency). Instruction in reading readiness, math, social
studies, etc. then begins in their dominant language. Oral
language development in both languages is an integral part of
the program. It strengthens the skills in the dominant
language and provides a base for the acquisition of recep-
tive and expressive skills in the second language.
There is general agreement in the field up to this
point, but from here bilingual-bicultural programs can take
22
on many different shapes. Some, including the Office of Civil
Rights (OCR) view the program as transitional.
Reassignment from the bilingual or ESL program will
occur when it is determined that the student is able
to perform the ordinary classroom work in the English
language, and that it will be of educational benefit
to transfer the student into the regular program of
instruction, with support services if necessary.
(Plan for Lau Compliance, 1979, p. 18)
This statement was part of the Plan for Lau Compliance
which threatens to change the course of bilingual education
in Milwaukee. The OCR filed suit agpinst the Milwaw<ee
Public School System in December, 1978; charging that
many non-English speaking students were not adequately
served within the system and that existing bilingual programs
were not meeting the needs of bilingual children with excep-
tional education needs (learning disabilities, emotionally
disturbed, mentally retarded, hearing impaired, etc.).
There are four categories of language proficiency used
by the state of Wisconsin for funding purposes. (Basically,
level one indicates that the child understands or speaks
no English, level two that the child develops a receptive
understanding of English, level three that the child begins
to speak English, and at level four the child uses English
adequately but demonstrates difficulty with subject matter.)
Under the Lau Plan, any children who were classified in
categories one to three were given the Language Assessment
23
Battery (LAB). "Each student scoring below a certain
percentile point, to be determined (30th) on New York City
norms will be provided bilingual or English-As-A-Second
Language services" (Plan for Lau Compliance, 1979, p. 1).
This step ~ effective in identifying students in need
of and desiring bilitlooual education who were not receiving
attention and placing some Spanish-dominant learning disabled
students with special teachers. But this plan failed to
take several issues into account: 1) The LAB is a reading
test and therefore failed to distinguish between slow learners
and students deficient in English. 2) This led to an over-
loading of the ESL program. 3) Hany of the test items were
culturally dependent on knowledge of New York City.
Such a transitional program would be a step backward
from our present point since students having gained grade
level proficiency in reading and \'iTriting Spanish would re-
ceive no further instruction in that language. Secondly, it
gives the students who begin instruction in Spanish the
impression that their home language "is ll second-rate in
that they are using it in school only because they cannot
yet use English well.
However, members of the Curriculum and Instruction
Department have presented a proposal to the board at ~WS
\~~ich would allow for both beginning instruction in the
dominant language and continuing instruction in both English
and Spanish. The plan consists of three program designs.
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The first design describes the Developmental Program
now in existence at ~WS. The target population is limited-
English proficiency (LEP) students and former and non-LEP
students who wish to be enrolled (on a space available basis).
The second design is for the creation of a Bilingual Magnet
Center lito enable former LBP pupils to continue to develop
their Spanish skills and for other pupils (non-LEP) to
acquire Spanish language skills ll (Report from the Office of
Superintendent, 1979, p. 4). And the third design calls for
the development of a Spanish Immersion School patterned
after the German and French Immersion Programs now in
operation within the system:
Pupils of Hispanic background who are proficient in
English would be allowed to enroll in the program begin-
ning at the kindergarten level; LEP pupils who exited
the transitional bilingual program in grades 4th and
5th will be able to continue to develop their Spanish
and English language skills. (Report from the Office
of Superintendent, 1979, p. 4)
This proposal is acceptable for several reasons: 1)
The second and third designs free the bilingual program
from charges of racial segregation. 2) In the integrated
plans, Hispanic students who are proficient in Spanish could
be provided the opportunity to share their language talents
with other students, which would serve to enhance their
self-concept. English proficient students could do likewise
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with English and, at least in these situations, there is
tremendous potential for the development of true bilingual
functioning. 3) Such programs would foster bicultural
understanding and acceptance. 4) Presently, the range of
language abilities in the developmental program is very
large. The introduction of the other two designs could
conceivably narrow that range and thereby enable these
teachers to devote more attention to students with the great-
est needs.
In a study by the Civil Rights Commission (1975) bilingual
programs for Hispanics, Asians and Native Americans through-
out the country were examined. A great number of differences
were found among the programs in structure and methods but
that the most successful programs lIcomparten una consideraci6n
consciente de las necesidades de los estudiantes (gave
conscientious consideration to the needs of the students)ll
(p. 100).
The Commission found that most bilingual-bicultural
programs begin in kindergarten and continue through the pri-
mary grades but are rare at the intermediate or high school
levels. In places where there is a constant influx of
students who do not speak English, schools may add native
language instruction and intensive English as a second
language instructional component to enable these students to
finish High School.
Most programs operate side by side with mono-lingual
programs in the same building. This enables students to
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choose the program in lihich they wish to participate. In
at least two schools, all of the children participate in the
bilingual program--Rock Point School on the Navajo Reserva-
tion and Thomas Potter School in Philadelphia. The contention
at these schools is that all of the children will benefit
from participation in the bilingual-bicultural educational
experience. They found that contact with native speakers
enhanced understanding and use of the child's second language.
Naturalmente, el desarrollo de un segundo idioma para
ninos de habla inglesa en este pais sera un proceso
, 'I 1·.... d 1 . /aun mas argo que para os n~nos e as m~nor~as
lingu{sticas, puesto que usualmente dentro de la sociedad
hay mucho menos contacto con el idioma de las minorias
(Naturally, the developoent of a second language for
children who speak English in this country will be a much
longer process than for children of the minority language~
given that there is usually much less contact with
minority language within a society). (p. 102)
Bilingual-bicultural education has two important elements.
First, non-English speakers are instructed in their native
language until they have developed competence in English.
Then formal instruction is provided in both languages. How-
ever, students generally do not receive instruction in both
languages for all the material covered. \Vhat usually occurs
is that students receive instruction in one language for some
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material and instruction in the second language for others,
depending on the linguistic ability of the students and the
content of the subjects.
There are some programs that do teach everything in
both languages. This is called the IIconcurrent approach. t1
Dos maestras, una de habla predominante inglesa y otra
de habla predominante hispana, se alternan presentando
porciones de la lecci6n en su propia lengua y haciendole
preguntas a los estudiantes pueden responder en cualquier
de los dos idiomas. (Two teachers, one dominant in
English and the other dominant in Spanish, alternate
in presenting portions of the lesson in their dominant
language and asking the children questions. The stu-
dents may answer in either of the t\'10 languages.)
(Comisidn de Derechos Civiles, 1975, p. 105)
The "concurrent approach tl is not popular in the field
of bilingual education because one of the first things a
prospective teacher in the field learns is that you never
mix the languages, i.e. \'1hatever is being discussed in class
is done as much in ~ language at a time as is possible.
Furthermore, allm'ling children to ans\'/er in the language of
their choice leaves open the danger of confusing the two
languages and does not stress expression in the second
language. Its effectiveness is therefore very limited.
Another instructional approach provides for instruction
of new material in the child's dominant language and reinforce-
ment in his/her second language. By the end of the second
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grade many students are receiving equal time in both
languages. In yet another procedure, students receive in-
struction in one language every other day and instruction
in the second language on alternating days. I find that this
approach makes effective use of teacher time in preparation
and presentation, but it places a burden on children \~ith
limited linguistic skills in one of the languages on the
days when their dominant language is not being used. This
is presently the instructional procedure encouraged by the
Central Office Bilingual Staff in Milwaukee. Its use is
based on the success of the Coral Way Schools in Miami.
The Coral Way School Staff recognized that the families
of Cuban children were unwilling for their children to be
educated only in English and that the English-speaking
children were unable to communicate with their new
neighbors. The program was designed so both groups
of children studied in English for one-half of the
instructional time and in Spanish for the other half.
By the end of the sixth grade, both groups became fluent
in both languages. (Pflaum-Connors, 1978, pp. 65-66)
The selection and training of bilingual teachers is an
important aspect for any successful bilingual program:
C6mo se mencionara anteriormente, los valores, las
creencias, las actitudes y las expectativas de los
maestros influencian las opportunidades del estudiante
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para triunfar of fracasar (As previously mentioned,
the values, beliefs, attitudes and expectations of the
teachers influence the opportunities for the student
to succeed or to fail.) (Comisi&n de Derechos Civiles,
1975, p. 107)
In considering teachers for bilingual-bicultural programs
it is necessary to examine their motives for teaching, their
cultural and linguistic background knowledge, their knowledge
of specific material they are to teach, and their competency
in teaching two languages. The last requirement is not as
obvious as it seems.
Knowing a specific language does not necessarily mean
that an individual knows the terminology used in
teaching it. For example, a teacher who speaks
Spanish but who was trained to teach ~lath in English may
not know the terminology necessary to teach that course
in Spanish. (Guidelines for the Preparation and Certifi-
cation of Teachers of Bilingual/Bicultural Education,
1974, p. 24)
Another educational option for non-English speakers is
to be enrolled in an English-As-A-Second-Language (ESL)
Program. ESL teachers take students from their classrooms
for 30-60 ruinutes per day and provide intense instruction
in English listening, speaking, reading, and writing. This
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program can operate independently (where a bilingual program
does not exist) or in addition to bilingual classroom
instruction. ESL programs are by definition supplementary
as they do not provide for instruction in the native lano"Uage
and students receive instruction for only a small portion
of the day.
The children in one bilingual-bicultural program in
San Francisco l'lere compared l'lith children who received in-
struction through ESL. It was found that children who were
participating in a bilingual program were four months ahead
in reading than those who participated in the ESL program,
and five months ahead in math (Comisi6n de Derechos Civiles,
1975) •
nIf children do not learn the way we teach them, "'fe must
teach them the l'lay they learn" (Dunn and Dunn, 1977, p. 35).
The child's approach to learning must also be given considera-
tion. Some children are field-independent in that they: 1)
prefer to work independently; 2) compete for individual
recognition; 3) are task oriented and are inattentive to
their social environment lvhen working; 4} like to try new
tasks without the teacher's help; 5) like to finish first;
and 6) emphasize details of concepts, etc. (RamIrez and
Casta~eua, 1974).
Other children are field-dependent in that they: 1) like
to lwrk l'lith others to achieve a goal; 2) are sensitive to
the feelings and opinions of others; 3) seek guidance and
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demonstration from the teacher; 4) seek rewards which
strengthen the relationship with the teacher, etc. (Ramirez
and Castaneda, 1974).
Few children are purely field-independent or field-
dependent for all tasks or for all subject areas. Stone
(1976) concluded that there are II individual differences in
how one learns, rather than in how much one learns ll (p. 332).
She also found it to "have more impact '\'lhen a child is first
learning a -task or skill ll (p. 332). Given that Hispanic
students generally tend to be more field-dependent for many
tasks, the bilingual teacher must be aware of the aspects
of this learning style to provide -the most comfortable and
enjoyable learning experiences.
In summary, children who begin their educational exper-
ience in the United States, without the advantages of knowing
the language and culture of the country are more likely to
experience social, emotional and psychological problems
in adjusting to a ne'\'l l'lorld while struggling to retain their
unique identity. According to Maslowfs Hierarchy of Needs
Theory (Biehler, 1971), children who are not able to
satisfy their llEsteem Needs ll are not able to realize their
true potential because their efforts are absorbed in trying
to reach the former. A sound bilingual-bicultural program
can help students by providing the framework for high-level
bicognitive functioning which will enable them not only to
function in their native language and culture but also that
of the mainstream population--in harmony.
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Oral Language Development
Level of Lanb~age Acquisition Typical for Seven and Eight
Year-Old Monolingual Children
There is a plethora of information available on language
acquisition for children ages one to four. ?'!uch less study
has been done on language acquisition in children after
school entrance age. The reason for this is that there is:
itA conunon assumption among students of child language •
• •
that the child has mastered the syntax of his native language
by about age five." (C. Chomsky, 1969, p. 1).
The research that has been done on later language acqui-
sition has shown that the child is still learning new aspects
about the structure of his language as late as eight to ten
years of age.
Although children have acquired the principal grammatical
rules of their native language by the time they are 4 or
5 years old, there is much to be learned before attaining
an adult level in communication, comprehension, and
flexibility in use of language. A number of grammar
rules are not mastered until the elementary school years.
For example, youngsters of 5 - 7 have not generally
achieved the correct usage of have as an auxiliary
• • • of the conjunctions if and ~, or of nominaliza-
tion (using verbs as nouns • •• ). Children beginning
school hardly ever use passive forms. (Mussen, Conger,
and Kagan, 1979, p. 209)
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Carol Chomsky (1969) published a study of five- to ten-
year old's acquisition of complex structures. After her
publication, scholars had to reexamine the contention that
children of this age group have already acquired full adult
grammar. Jill and Peter de Villiers (1978) give a good
simplified summary of the four language structures used in
Chomsky's study.
In the sentence:
John is easy to see.
children aged five or six typically make the error
believing that~ is the subject of see rather than
its object, therefore interpreting it as:
John can see easily.
Only by the age of eight or nine can children get
sentences of this sort correct.
Children also make errors in understanding sentences
of this sort:
Ask Mary what to feed the doll.
They frequently treat ask in this instance as if it
meant tell, and reply lIice cream,1I instead of asking Hary.
The error does not involve the word ~ itself, as the
children do not f.ail on sentences like:
Ask Hary her name.
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• • • Another error occurs in sentences involving the
word £romise, which has a similar property. Children
aged five to nine or so believe a sentence like:
John promised Mary to water the garden.
means that ~lary watered the garden, rather than John,
as in:
John told Mary to water the garden. (p. 118)
A fourth concept--prenominalization--involved sentences
such as: "Hickey told his mother he \'1as hungry. i.Vho was
hungry? And 'who told his mother?" (C. Chomsky, 1969, p.
105). This structure was acquired relatively early and at
a relatively stable age.
In s~~ary, the four constructions may be characterized
as follO\'1s:
1. Promise and easy to s~e: mixed period from age
5.9 to 9, success from age 9 on
2. ~: mixed at all ages
3. Pronominalization: failure before age 5.6,
success from 5.6 on. (C. Chomsky, 1969, p. 116)
liThe significance of these results lies in the surprising-
ly late acquisition of syntactic structures that they reveal,
and in the differences that they bring to light concerning
the nature of the linguistic processes studied ll (C. Chomsky,
1969, p. 120).
The purpose of this section of the chapter is to examine
syntactic structures acquired by the average seven and eight
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year old child, \~lO speaks standard English. This is to
ensure that language concepts to be taught as part of this
research project are age appropriate for the children to be
involved.
The children are to be pre-tested with the Northwestern
Syntax Screening Test (NSST). Areas of greatest deficiency,
as measured by the NSST, are to receive instructional time.
The NSST measures the userls receptive and expressive under-
standing of: prepositions; pronouns; negative statements;
singular and plural; future, present, and past verb tenses;
subject and object; possessive pronouns; possessives; state-
ments and questions; passive forms; direct and indirect
objects; and wh-questions.
A checklist, given in Table 1, for assessing syntactic
maturity (Pflaum-Connor, 1978, pp. 84-85) shows that most
of these structures are typically acquired by age 6.0.
Table 1
A Checklist for Assessing Syntactic Maturity
Ages 3.0 - 3.6 (Approximate)
Subject-verb-object sentences
Subject-intransitive verb
Use of copula - "be" used in habitual action;
absent in momentary action
Past tense when appropriate (overgeneralizations
expected)
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Appropriate -ing on verbs
Negative word inserted in the middle of sentences
\Vh- word in questions
Ages 3.6 - 4.0 (Approximate)
Plural inflection - final phoneme missing in some
settings
Possession - possessive "s" often lost; possessive
pronoun not realized
Subject-verb agreement in present
Use of AUX forms such as "dotl, tlhas ll , tlbeen"
Negatives attached to "dotl
In yes/no questions, subject and AUX inverted
Ages 4.0 - 6.0 (Approximate)
Pronoun used appropriately with a few exceptions
Adjectives used to qualify nouns
Infinitives used where appropriate
Future tense used
Prepositional phrases used
Wh- word question subject
Simple sentences conjoined ,,'lith tland ll and tlbut ll
Relative clause used
Table 2 shows a comparison of language structures
acquired by Nursery School children and First Grade children
(Menyuk, 1969, p. 409).
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Table 2
Subjects Using Selected Transformations and
Sentence Embeddings
Transformations Nursery School
N-48
(Age Range: 3.1-4.4)
(Mean Age: 3.8)
First Grade
N-48
(Age Range: 5.11-7.1)
(Mean Age: 6.5)
Contraction 48 48
Possessives 48 48
Pronoun (Trans-
formation) 48 48
Adjective 48 48
Infinitive Complement 48 48
Hain Clause
Conjunction 41 48
Conjunction with
Deletion 40 47
Relative Clause 37 46
Because Sentence
Embedding 30 46
Particle Separation 41 44
Reflective 29 44
Passive 23 41
These charts indicate that, generally, children ages seven
to nine years of age should be developmentally able to deal
with most concepts included on the Northwestern Syntax
Screening Text.
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Problem Areas in Learni~ English for Spanish-Dominant
Children
Since the main focus of this research paper is on syn-
tactic problems encountered in English by Spanish/English
bilingual children, linguistic differences found between the
two languages will be limited to grammatical differences.
The many phonological differences that do exist cause more
difficulty in expression than they do in reception and
therefore are of less consequence. Remediation of problems
in this area require a great deal of training in auditory
discrimination and vocalization. However, if the bilingual
child does not receive training in grammatical (syntactic)
differences between the t\iO languages he/she \vill encounter
many difficulties in~ understanding and being understood.
Language training is a necessary antecedent to reading,
especially for the bilingual child. The child must learn
that reading is communication between the author and the
reader. But before the reader can discover the author's
message he must know and understand the author's language.
"Before the teacher begins developing the standard
English language skills of the bilingual child, he should be
aware of the points of linguistic interferences and conflicts
in ••• structure between the child's first language and
standard English ll (Ching, 1976, p. 13).
Pflaum-Connor (1978) has developed a useful comparison
chart to show problem areas in learning English for Spanish
speakers. The section on syntactic differences is presented
in Table 3.
Table 3
Problem Areas in Learning English
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Syntactic System
English Spanish Problem
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Adjective and
noun order stable,
no agreement
Few inflections on
adjectives, pro-
nouns, articles
Few verb inflections;
auxiliaries show tense,
aspects; has, will,
had, etc.
Always uses subject
pronoun
S shows noun number
and verb person
Yes/no questions
invert subject
and verb
"Do" support for ques-
tions and negatives:
"\\There did you go?"
"I didntt do it."
Use of "be" in "I
am six"and weather
statements
Cannot delete article
Some adjectives
follow noun,
agreement
Inflections
shOl'1 gender
and number
Tense and aspect
sho'\'1n by inflec-
tions
Sometimes de-
letes subject
pronoun
No such equiva-
lent use of one
inflection for
t\'10 purposes
Not required
to invert
No "do" support
Use of "have"
Occasionally
article
deleted
Apt to hear
structures
like "the hat
red"
Expectation
that gender
associated
\'1ith nouns;
"The table she"
Auxiliaries
hard to learn
Difficult to
remember to
put tIRe" in
tlRe is a
farmer II
Difficulty in
learning third
person singu-
lar
:Hay produce
questions like
"You \'iant my
book?t1 with only
intonation to
show question
Slow acquisi-
tion of nega-
tives and
questions
"I have six
years"
Incorrect
omission of
article: "lIe
is farmer. 1I
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Each of the areas mentioned in Table 3 should be given
consideration when planning a language development program.
The key to the success of such a program is the child's
awareness of the form he must focus on. In a program
of training, the child needs to be helped to assimilate
the rules required for correct expression. The teacher
should model sentences to expose the child to correct
grammatic forms. These sentences should emphasize the
forms which are to be internalized. Repetition is
essential. (Novakovich, 1977, p. 3)
CHAPTER III
DETECTION A~~ RE}!EDIATION OF SY~~ACTIC PROBLEMS
IN BILINGUAL CHILDREN
Oral language development is an integral part of all
primary education curricula. The child must be able to
understand and use the English language at a relatively
complex level if he/she is to reap significant benefits
from education in that language. Thus, it is especially
critical that the bilingual child receives thorough and
continued oral language training. Too of·cen, it is assumed
that once the bilingual child can communicate his/her wants
and needs in English he/she has attained command of the
language. There are many levels of proficiency in a
language and care must be taken that the child's language
competency progresses at a rate commensurate ,~ith his/her
ability.
Some of the language areas that may require attention
preceding and during reading instruction for bilingual chil-
dren include development of: experiential-conceptual-informa-
tiona1 background, auditory discrimination, vocabulary, and
syntax (Ching, 1976). The evaluation and development of
syntax is the focus of this section of the research paper.
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The syntactical structure with which the bilingual
child is familiar is frequently quite at variance with
what he hears or tries to read in school. Both the
word order and the complexity of sentences in textbooks
and which the teacher uses in the classroom are likely
to overwhelm the child. To help the child acquire the
patterns of speech of the English language, the teacher
must provide many opportunities for him to hear and use
English in various situations. (Ching, 1976, p. 5)
The writer of this paper, a bilingual teacher for the
Milwaukee Public School System, has involved her class in
an experimental study to examine the. effect of direct lan-
guage teaching on the development of syntactic structures
in English for Spanish-English bilingual children. It was
hypothesized that such instruction would improve the chil-
dren's understanding and use of syntactic structures in
English. The children were pre-tested with the Northwestern
Syntax Screening Test (NSST) to evaluate their receptive and
expressive understanding of English syntax. The results of
the test pointed out areas of weakness. The children re-
ceived instruction in these areas for three months. At the
end of this time they were posttested with the NSST.
Class Background
Twenty-eight students participated in the pre-test and
initial stages of the instructional procedure. Of the 28
st~udents, 17 were boys and 11 were girls. The students
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ranged in age from 7-2 to 9-10 years of age. Further
information on the composition of the class is provided in
Table 4.
Table 4
Relevant Class Information
Category
Grade Level
Language Dominance
English Reading Levels
Spanish Reading Levels
Subgroups
Niddle Primary
Upper Primary
Extended Primary
English Dominant
Spanish Dominant
Bilingual
Level 10
Level 8
Level 5
Level .3
Level ·1
Level 8
Level 7
Level 6
Number
9
16
3
11
1
16
8
6
6
4
3
6
6
4
Spanish As a Second Language 12
Supportive Services Title I - Reading 9
Title I - Math 2
Speech 1
Bilingual Reading Cntr. 1
English As a Second Language 4
Psychological Services 1
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The students are enrolled in a developmental bilingual-
bicultural program. In this type of program, the students
receive the major part of their instruction in their dominant
language while acquiring skill in the second language. The
children do not begin formal reading in their second language
until they: 1) reach level 8 in their dominant language and
2) speak the second language well enough to understand the
concepts used in beginning reading materials.
Most bilingual classrooms have a very wide range of
reading abilities due to the dual language element which
necessitates the employment of a full-time bilingual para-
professional aide for each classroom. These aides are in-
dispensable to the teacher if the needs of such a diverse
group are to be met. Also, some students enter the school
during the course of the academic year speaking no English
and require much individualized instruction.
Pre-Test and Results
The Northwestern Syntax Screening Test is an instru-
ment used to assess the receptive and expressive understanding
of syntactic structures in children. On the receptive
section of the test the child listens to sentences and points
out the corresponding pictures. On the expressive section of
the test the child is required to listen to sentences and
then repeat the appropriate sentence for the picture indicated
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by the test examiner. Each test section contains 40 picture-
sentence pairs.
The total number of errors for each item was compiled
(See Tables 8, 10) to determine the areas of greatest weak-
ness for the class. The ten most frequently missed concepts
measured by the NSST were chosen as the items to which in-
structional time would be devoted.
PlanninG the Teaching Strategy
Table 5 shows the ten most frequently missed concepts on
the NSST. They are arranged in the order in which they
were taught. The order of the concepts listed in Table 5
does not represent a descending order of error frequency.
Concepts of medium difficulty were introduced first to pro-
vide a mild challenge and to ensure a high level of success.
The two most difficult concepts (passive form and direct-
indirect objects) were placed at the middle and end of the
sequence respectively to avoid the frustrational level which
may have been reached by placing them together at the begin-
ning and to provide more language experience before they
received attention.
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Table 5
Most Frequently Missed Language Concepts on the NSST
1. Statements and Questions
2. Singular/Plural
3. Direct Objects
4. ifu- Question Words
5. Verb Tense (Past, Present, Future)
6. Prepositions
7. Passive
8. This/That
9. Possessives
10. Direct/Indirect Objects
An aural-oral approach to language learning was chosen
as the instructional method of this project for several
reasons: 1) Children must understand language before they
can read and write it. 2) Paper and pencil activities de-
tract from the potential impact of group interaction. 3)
There are too few opportunities to develop auditory and
vocalization skills of the student within the regular curricu-
lum. And 4) it is reported that many children are deficient
in listening skills.
Instruction began November 6, 1979, and ended on February 5,
1980. The schedule was devised to allow approximately one
week of instructional time per concept. Concepts previously
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studied were reviewed periodically during subsequent weeks.
Lessons were generally taught from 10:50 to 11:10 Tuesday
through Thursday and from 10:20 to 11:50 on Fridays. Oral
language classes were erratic in number and time during
December due to holiday activities and programs but resumed
the above-mentioned schedule in January.
The lessons were designed so that the children's
responses were relatively closely controlled in the initial
stages of the program and allowed for more free responses
as the children gained knowledge of correct syntactic usage.
All lessons were accompanied by visual representations
to reinforce the meaning of each concept. However, the range
of materials used was relatively small so as not to diffuse
the attention of the students between the concept and the
graphics. The materials were manipulated by the children
whenever feasible. The materials were supplemented by role
playing, acting out sentences, following directions and free
responses to predetermined concepts.
Description of Lessons - Concepts 1-10
Week one was devoted to instruction on statements and
questions. The concept was introduced and reinforced through
role playing and object displays. Receptive and expressive
statements were covered first. The children were assigned
roles such as:
The boy is writing.
The girl is reading.
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During the receptive exercises the other children listened
to the sentences and pointed out the corresponding situation.
For practice in expression the children were shown a role
playing situation or an object display and were required to
give the appropriate sentence. A question was then added
for each statement used earlier. The children were then
required to distinguish between sentence pairs such as:
The dancer is in the box.
Is the dancer 1n the box?
The children seemed to enjoy the activities and displayed
no problems with the statements. However, many of them
seemed confused with the questions initially, wanting to
answer the question instead of pointing out the situation
that indicated a question. (See Chapter IV for more complete
details of specific lessons.)
The second set of lessons dealt with singular and plural
subject and verb agreement. Picture card displays and direc-
tion following exercises were used to review this concept.
Receptive drill included pointing out pictures to correspond
with sentences such as:
The doctor helps.
The doctors help.
and following directions such as:
Put your hand on your head.
Put your hands on your hips.
Expressive exercises included giving an appropriate sentence
for pictures sho\vu. The children demonstrated a great deal
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of difficulty with these exercises. Perhaps this was due
to the fact that in Spanish a letter is added to the plural
verb and dropped for the singular verb and the opposite is
done in English. A number of children were still having
difficulty with this concept at the end of the week but
most were able to correct their own errors once they were
pointed out.
The next week was used for reinforcement of proper use
of "himself/herself." (Concepts previously studied were
also reviewed.) Role playing was used for both receptive
and expressive practice. The children were required to
respond to sentences such as:
The boy sees himself. The girl sees herself.
The boy washes himself. The girl washes herself.
The major problem encountered with this concept was that
many children found it difficult to remember to use "himself"
instead of "hisself." However, by the end of the week,
most of the children \iere able to recognize the error
independently and correct it.
Next, consideration was given to tYh- words used as
question words and as objects. Picture cue cards and role
playing were used to introduce and reinforce this concept.
The picture cue cards were used for the receptive and expres-
sive practice of sentences such as:
The teacher says, "Look who I found."
The teacher says, lILook what I found."
Role playing was used for reinforcement of receptive and
expressive understanding of sentences such as:
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\'lho is that boy?
\ihere is that boy?
Some of the children had difficulty matching the sentences
and pictures in these activities. Time was spent showing
how the sentences corresponded to the pictures.
Future, present and past verb tenses were covered in
the next set of lessons. Role playing and acting out of
sentences were used to increase the children's understanding
of verb tenses. Children took turns role playing and respond-
ing to sentences such as:
The boy will color. (Child holds crayon poised to
begin. )
The boy colors.
The boy colored. (Child holds up a finished
picture.)
The children also had to act out sentences given by their
classmates, such as:
The girl will close the door.
The girl closes the door.
The girl closed the door.
The future tense caused the most difficulty in these exer-
cises. Hany children were hesitant in acting out sentences
for this verb tense, although classmates gave clues to help
them get started. Some of the children seemed more comfortable
in using "is going toll instead of "will" with the future verb.
A few also had trouble remembering to add "s" to present,
singular verbs.
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Little time w'as spent on prepositions because none of
the children demonstrated any significant problems with this
concept. Object manipulation was used to demonstrate recep-
tive understanding. The children listened to sentences and
performed the appropriate actions.
Examples: Put the squirrel on the box.
Put the yellow man in front of the box.
To test expressive understanding of prepositions the chil-
dren viewed object displays and gave appropriate sentences.
Because there were few difficulties with this concept, the
children became interested in expanding the sentences being
used. This idea added to the effectiveness of the lesson.
The most difficult concept introduced thus far was the
passive form. Ten picture cards were used. Each picture
was assigned a corresponding sentence using the passive
voice, such as:
The turtle was followed by the ant.
The children were asked to tell who performed the action.
They then listened to other sentences using the same verb
in both the active and passive voice and told who was per-
forming each action. Later, the children gave appropriate
active and passive voice sentences for the picture cards.
Initially, the children responded very slowly and required
some prompting to give passive voice sentences. However,
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their overall ability to deal with this concept was better
than anticipated. The children became more spontaneous
as the lessons progress. At the end of this set of lessons
they asked to be permitted to give their own passive sen-
tences and chose classmates to act them out.
Practice in receptive understanding of "this/that ll ' ....as
given through acting out the meaning of phrases, such as:
this bookshelf
that bookshelf
For the expressive mode, the children were given a noun and
asked to make up and demonstrate t,....o sentences using "this"
in one sentence and Ilthat" in the other. Once the difference
between the meaning of the two words was clarified there were
few difficulties. The first sentences they gave during the
expressive practice were very stilted. But when asked if
they could make up different kinds of sentences their
responses were more varied.
The meaning of possessives was reviewed before work was
done with this concept. Picture cards were introduced and a
possessive phrase such as:
my sister's hat
my Daddy's car
was assigned to each. The children were then given the sub-
ject for each picture and took turns giving the correspond-
ingpossessive phrase. The phrases were then expanded to
sentences:
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My sister's hat is red.
My Daddy's car is new.
After the sentences were rehearsed a second picture card was
introduced for each of the possessives. These picture cards
were each assigned a plural sentence. The children were now
required to distinguish, first auditorially and then orally,
between sentences such as:
Hy Daddy's car is new.
Daddies drive new cars.
The children did not demonstrate difficulty in distinguishing
between possessives and plurals. During expressive practice
some of the children had problems in. either forming the
possessives or in using correct word order for the rest of
the sentence.
The final category to be given consideration was that of
direct and indirect objects. A flannel board and several
picture cut outs of people, animals and objects were used to
introduce and reinforce this concept. For simplicity, the
verb "bring" was used in all of the sentences. Initially,
the children listened to sentences, while viewing a picture
display on the flannel board, and answered the following
questions regarding each display:
Who is bringing something?
What are they bringing?
Who are they bringing it to?
Next, the children listened to sentences such as:
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The man brings the \'loman the hair dryer.
The giant brings the baby the girl.
and took turns placing objects on the flannel board to
demonstrate their meaning. After the children were able to
master this activity, they \'lere asked to view displays and
give an appropriate sentence. As a final task, each child
took a turn setting up a display, giving the corresponding
sentence and asking classmates the three questions given
earlier pertaining to the meaning of the sentence. Many
children demonstrated a functional grasp of this concept,
with the use of the visual aides. During the final task,
one of the children suggested that the pictures could be used
to Ilmake different kinds of sentences." In so doing, the
children provided a spontaneous review of many of the concepts
introduced earlier.
The final seven class sessions were used to review each
of the concepts studied during ppevious weeks. The children
demonstrated good recall not only of the concepts but also
of specific sentences used during many of the lessons.
Post-Test and Results
Twenty-four students participated in the post-test. Four
students had left the class since the project began. Three
of these students moved to other states and the fourth was
placed in a monolingual classroom in the same school. Four
ne,., students had been added to the class enrollment, also
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since the project began. None of these children partici-
pated in the project because they joined the class during
the final month of instruction and three of the students
were of very limited English proficiency.
The Northwestern Syntax Screening Test was administered
individually to each student between February 6 and February
15, 1980. The maximum score on each section of the NSST
is 40. The students in this sample attained a mean score
on the receptive section of the test of 37 and 37.6 on the
expressive section of the test. The standard deviation for
the receptive section \V'as 3.2 and 2.7 for the expressive
(See Tables 8 - 15 for further test data.).
Conclusion
Comparison of pre-test and post-test error frequency
charts shows a significant decline of errors on all items
of both the receptive and expressive sections of the NSST
post-test. Students added an average of 4.8 points to their
receptive scores and 6.0 points to their expressive scores
on the NSST following instruction. There was a 4.4 gain
on the receptive mean and a 6.1 gain in the expressive
mean of the post-test. Both increases are significant
at the .01 level. Individually, students gained from 0 to
13 points on the receptive post-test and from 0 to 17
points on the expressive post-test. Only one student showed
no gain on both sections of the test.
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These results support the hypothesis that direct oral
laOb~age teaching will improve Spanish/English bilingual
students' understanding and use of syntactic structures
in English. A portion of the success on the post-test must
be attributed to the similarity between lesson content and
text items.
The results of this experiment point out the positive
effect of systematic oral language instruction. The acqui-
sition of language skills canno"t be left to chance. This
is especially important for the bilingual child because
he/she may not always be exposed to good English language
models if he/she lives in an environment where English is
the second language. Even if good models are available
the child may not always readily adopt the proper language
structures.
Elements of language structure used during this study
could now be expanded to include phonemic variations between
English and Spanish, vocabulary development, background
experience and information, and more complex grammatical
structures. The same type of language training should also
be provided in Spanish.
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Table 6
Individual Student Pre-Test Scores
Grade 2
Student Number Receptive Score Expressive Score
1 24 22
2 35 34
3 31 28
4 31 35
5 33 33
6 36 38
7 28 29
8 32 32
9 32 32
Grade 3
Student Number Receptive Score Expressive Score
10 38 30
11 31 28
12 38 29
13 36 31
14 34 30
15 34 36
16 39 36
17 34 33
18 32 32
19 37 37
20 34 34
21 35 38
22 26 25
23 32 35
24 32 32
25 36 33
Grade - Extended Primary
Student Number Receptive Score Expressive Score
26 27 33
27 35 30
28 19 18
Table 7
Individual Student Post-Test Scores
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Grade 2
Student Number Receptive Score Expressive Score
1 37 39
2 39 40
3 40 36
4 40 40
5 40 38
6 40 40
7 32 38
8 38 40
9 36 36
Grade 3
Student Number Receptive Score Expressive Score
10 39 40
11 37 31
12 39 38
13 39 40
14 39 38
15 39 40
16 39 40
17 38 37
18 Hoved to Florida 10/79
19 :t<loved to Ne,'i York 12/79
20 38 38
21 40 40
22 Hoved to Room 22 - Longfellow 10/79
23 37 40
24 34 39
25 36 38
Grade - Extended Primary
Student Number Receptive Score Expressive Score
26 27 33
27 Hoved to Chicago 11/79
28 29 29
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Table 8
Pre-Test Error Frequency of Receptive NSST
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Table 9
Post-Test Error Frequency of Receptive NSST
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Table 10
Pre-Test Error Frequency of Expressive NSST
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Table 11
Post-Test Error Frequency of Expressive NSST
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Table 12
Statistical Summary of Results of NSST Receptive Pre-Test
Score
fd2Interval f d fd
37-39 4 +2 8 16
34-36 10 +1 10 10
31-33 9 0 0 0
28-30 1 -1 -1 1
25-27 2 -2 -4 8
22-24 1 -3 -3 9
19-21 1 -4 -4 16
28 + 6 60
N 28
1-1ode - 35
Hean - 32.6
Hedian - 33.7
S. D. 4.3
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Table 13
Statistical Summary of Results of NSST Receptive Post-Test
Score
fd2Interval f d fd
38-40 15 +1 15 15
35-37 5 0 0 0
32-34 2 -1 2 2
29-31 1 -2 2 4
26-28 1
-3 3 9
N 24
Node
- 39
Hean
-
37.0
l"ledian - 38.1
S.D. 3.2
24 + 8 30
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Table 14
Statistical Summary of Results of NSST Expressive Pre-Test
Score
Interval f d fd
36-38 5 +2 10 20
33-35 8 +1 8 8
30-32 8 0 0 0
27-29 4 -1 -4 4
24-26 1 -2 -2 4
21-23 1 -3 -3 9
18-20 1
-4 -4 16
28 + 5 61
N - 28
~lode
- 32.5
Nean
- 31.5
Median - 32.1
S.D. 4.3
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Table 15
Statistical Summary of Results of NSST Expressive Post-Test
Score
Interval f d fd
38-40 18 +1 18 18
35-37 3 0 0 0
32-34 1 -1 -1 1
29-31 2 -2 -4 8
24
N
- 24
Node
- 39
Hean
- 37.6
Nedian
- 38.5
S.D. 2.7
+ 13 27
CHAPTER IV
SPECIFIC PROJECT EXERPTS
Selected Lesson Exerpts and Comments
The following lesson summaries and comments are from a
journal compiled during this project:
Concept: Statements and Questions
Lesson: Receptive Statements
A. Children given roles:
The girl is sitting. The boy is writing.
The boy is sleeping. The boy is standing.
The girl is coloring. The girl is reading.
Other children listen to one of statements
and point out correct situation. Exchange
places - repeat.
Comment: The children seemed to enjoy this activity. No
problems getting volunteers for either role
playing or matching sentences and situations.
All were able to identify the correct situation.
B. Displays:
The dancer is in the box.
The book mark is in the book.
The pencil is on the desk.
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The game is on the chair.
The ball is on the floor.
The rulers are in the box.
Comment: All of the displays were in front of the room.
A sentence was assigned to each as they were
brought out. The children repeated the
sentences. No problems in matching.
Concept: Statements and Questions
Lesson: Expressive Statements
A. Children given roles as on preceding day:
The girl is sitting. The girl is writing.
The boy is sleeping. The girl is standing.
The boy is coloring. The girl is reading.
The rest of the children listen to the
statements (two at a time)--point out
appropriate situation and give the corres-
ponding statement. New children take
roles--continue to practice.
Comment: }1ost of the children volunteered freely. Ricardo
(who understands a great deal but speaks little
English yet) declined to participate when asked
if held like a turn. No problems.
B. Displays:
The dancer is in the box.
The book mark is in the book.
The pencil is on the desk.
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The game is on the chair.
The ball is on the floor.
The rulers are in the box.
Children listen to statements (two at a time).
Point out correct display and give
corresponding statements.
Comment: Each of the children took a turn--including
Ricardo. He answered correctly and the others
clapped for him.
Concept: Statements and Questions
Lesson: Receptive Questions and Statements
A. RolePlaying: Two children were chosen
for each situation. One child could be
seen by the class (i.e. the class could see
what one child was doing, but not the other)
and the other's actions could not be seen.
The children listened to the statement
and question for each pair of children.
Then they would listen to one pair of sen-
tences at a time and point out the corres-
ponding person as they heard each sentence.
The girl ~s sitting. Is the girl sitting?
'I'he boy is ' ...riting. Is the boy writing?
The boy is sleeping. Is the boy sleeping?
The boy is standing. Is the boy standing?
The girl is coloring. Is the girl coloring?
The girl is reading. Is the girl reading?
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B. These children took their seats and other
children played the roles. We again re-
viewed the concept. The children would
listen to one sentence and question pair
and point out the corresponding pair
of children.
Comment: The children seemed confused with these sen-
tence pairs. They wanted to answer the question
instead of pointing out the situation that in-
dicated the question. They seemed somewhat
more confident after some practice.
Concept: Statements and Questions
Lesson: Expressive Statements and Questions
A. Object Displays: The children could see
the objects for the statements. They could
not see them for the questions. The
following sentences and questions were
assigned to the displays:
The dancer is in the box.
Is the dancer in the box?
The paper is in the book.
Is the paper in the book?
The pencil is on the desk.
Is the pencil on the desk?
The game is on the chair.
Is the game on the chair?
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The ball is on the floor.
Is the ball on the floor?
The rulers are in the box.
Are the rulers in the box?
Comment: Jos~ Luis had trouble remembering the words for
the sentences but got them correct when given
enough time to recall them. Some of the other
children were somewhat hesitant at first but
were able to answer correctly. Ricardo is
doing better than expected. He does not volun-
teer for the expressive items but can answer when
called on.
Concept: Singular and Plural
Lesson: Receptive Singular and Plural
A. Picture Card Displays: As each picture
was introduced, a sentence was assigned to
it and written on the board. The children
repeated each sentence. Later, the children
listened to the sentences and held up the
correct card.
The boy runs.
The boys run.
The girl plays.
The girls play.
The horse jumps.
The horses jump.
The doctor helps.
The doctors help.
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Comment: Many of the children had trouble with this
concept. They could correctly identify the
pictures for each sentence but when repeating
the sentences many incorrect responses could be
heard. Examples: The boys runs. The boy run.
One of the children pointed out that there was
only one "Sll in each sentence and if it was on
the end of one word it was not on the following
liard. This seemed to help the children, as did
the sentences on the board. The children got
off on some interesting discussions at the end
of the lesson. First, they asked why I was
writing things dmm during the lessons. I
explained more about the Research Paper to them.
Next they began discussing school degrees--trying
to decide if they would go on to college. And
finally, the children somehow got onto the
subject of what each one had for breakfast--spon-
taneous and interesting.
Concept: Singular and Plural
Lesson: Expressive Singular and Plural
A. Picture Card Displays: Pictures used
during receptive practice were used. The
sentences were reviewed and the children
took turns giving a sentence to match the
pictures.
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Comment: ~lany of the children who gave an incorrect
response were able to correct their own
errors. Francis seemed to have the most diffi-
culty. Her writing exercises from other classes
reflect this problem in noun-verb agreement.
Gabriel and Naria Elena also demonstrated some
difficulty. Ricardo responded quickly and
confidently to all of the graphic displays.
The children were enthusiastic and the lesson
went very quickly.
B. Following Directions: (Body Parts)
Initially, the w'hol.e class listened to the
directions and performed the appropriate
actions, such as:
Put your hand on your head.
Touch your knees.
After a few exercises, the children took
turns giving such directions to their class-
mates.
Comment: The children volunteered freely to give
directions and no problems were noted with
giving directions. The children seemed to enjoy
this action activity. HarIa Elena and ~lartha
seemed to have difficulty following the direc-
tions.
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Concept: Singular and Plural
Lesson: Expressive Singular and Plural
A. Picture Card Review: The children took
turns giving the sentences for two cards
each.
Comment: The children went through the review very quick-
ly with no problems. Hopefully, the children
will show transfer of this skill into their
written and oral communication. Adding "s"
to verbs is difficult for Spanish-dominant
children as it only appears in the "you-
singular" verbs.
B. Objects - Picture Displays:
fork forks bowl bowls
cup cups chair chairs
The children pointed out the appropriate pic-
tures for sentences, such as:
I want some bowls. I want to sit on a chair.
I put some coffee in I put a fork on the table.
some cups.
Finally, the children chose one of the pictures
and gave their mffi sentence.
Comment: The lessons were all presented orally for this
project because many of the children were defic-
ient in listening skills. In this particular
lesson it was noted that the children seemed to
listen to the entire statement before choosing a
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response which they had not done at the begin-
ning.
Concept: Reflexive Pronouns
Lesson: Receptive - Himself/Herself
A. Role Playing: The children took roles. A
sentence was given for each role. Before
this, the liord "himself" was put on the
board and its correct pronunciation pointed
out. The children listened to sentences
and pointed out the appropriate situation.
The boy washes himself. The boy washes the
shelf.
The girl washes herself. The girl l'lashes the
shelf.
B. Four children took roles for the sentences
below. The other children listened to
the sentences and indicated the corres-
ponding situation.
The boy sees himself. (a mirror used)
The girl sees herself.
The boy reads to himself.
The girl reads to herself.
Conunent: It has been noted for the last fe\'1 days that the
children (most of the children, anyway) are very
adept at remembering the sentences for the dis-
plays and role playing situations. Host of the
children can repeat all of the sentences after
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hearing them only once.
However, Victor B. had a great deal of diffi-
culty remembering the words for the sentences
today. None of the children had any other
problems with the receptive exercises.
Concept: Reflexive Pronouns
Lesson: Expressive - Himself/Herself
A. Role Playing: The children listened to sen-
tences assigned to the role playing partici-
pants. They took turns giving the statement
for the indicated situation.
The boys sees himself.
The girl sees herself.
The boy reads to himself.
The girl reads to herself.
B. Other children took turns for the sentences
below. The same procedure was followed
for this exercise.
The boy washes himself.
The girl washes herself.
The boy washes the shelf.
The girl washes the shelf.
Comment: Several of the children--Francisco, Victor B.,
Haria Elena, Frank, and Kristina--were still
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using "hisself." When reminded about the
correct word to use, they were able to repeat
the sentence and insert "himself." Jos£! Luis
had trouble remembering the sentences and is
very easily flustered. (Jos€! Luis goes to
speech class and also seems to have a rather
poor self-concept.) Francis and J os~ Luis
both eliminated the word "to" in sentences such
as: "The boy reads 'to' himself." Francis had
trouble remembering the "s" on "reads" and "sees."
Concept: Uses of \Vh- words
Lesson: Receptive - Who, \'/hat, Where
A. Picture Cue Cards: The children listened
to the sentences one at a time and pointed
out the correct picture for each. The
children then lined up, heard one sentence
and pointed out the correct picture.
The teacher says, IILook who I found."
The teacher says, "Look what I found."
The man says, II\'/hat is here?"
The man says, Il~'!ho is here?"
The boy says, "Is my pencil here?"
The boy says, IlHere is my pencil."
The boy says, "Look what I found. "
The boys says, "Look who I found. "
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Comment: Victor B. had trouble finding the correct
pictures both times. Francis said she didn't
understand the pictures. The pictures and
sentences were reviewed but she still had some
difficulty. Jos/Luis did well on the recep-
tive.
B. Role Playing: The children listened to sen-
tences assigned to the role playing partici-
pants and pointed out the appropriate situa-
tion.
Where is that boy?
';'/here is that girl?
Where is that box?
\Vho is that boy?
Who is that girl?
\Vhat is in that box?
Comment: The children ",'ere more enthusiastic \I/ith this
activity than with the preceding one. No
problems ''lere found.
Concept: Uses of \'v'h- words
Lesson : Expressive - Who, \Vhat, \Vhere
A. Picture Cue Cards: The children took turns
coming to the front of the room, holding
up the cards and giving the corresponding
sentences.
The teacher says, "Look who I found. 1I
The teacher says, "Look '\I/hat I found."
The man says, lI~'lhat is here?"
The man says, "Vlho is here? II
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The boy says, "Is my pencil here?"
The boy says, "Here is my pencil. II
The boy says, "Look uhat I found."
The boy says, IILook ,,~ho I found. II
Comment: All of the children did very nicely. They did
not appear as shy in this activity as on other
occasions when it was used.
B. Role Playing: A sentence was assigned to
each role playing situation. The children
took turns giving sentences for the indicat-
ed situation.
Who is that boy?
Who is that girl?
\Vhere is that boy?
vlliere is that girl?
COffinlent: Francisco, Luzma, Kristina, and Victor B. mixed
up 11 who II and "where." lVhen it ""ras pointed out to
them that they'd made an error they were able
to make the appropriate corrections.
Concept: All Concepts Previously Studied
Lesson: Revieli
The children gave a list of concepts to be put on the·
chalkboard. Each child chose a sentence to give and act
out for each section.
A. Statements and Questions:
The girls dance. Do the girls dance?
The barber is cutting. Is the barber cutting?
The bunny is jumping. Is the bunny jumping?
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The house is on fire. Is the house on fire?
The man fired a rifle. Did the man fire a
rifle?
The bird is flying.
The chalk is in the
board.
The paper is in the
book.
Ino is crying.
Is the bird flying?
Is the chalk in the
board?
Is the paper in the
book?
Is Ino crying?
Comment: The children seemed to really enjoy this
activity. Most were very eager to have their
turn. Their responses indicate that they are
gaining a good grasp of this concept. A lively
discussion followed Ar.mando1s response--debating
whether it is better to use: tiThe chalk is
in the board" or "on the board." Ino stated
that if ,.;e use "in" we mean the chalk is inside
the board. The teacher pointed out that if
we use chalkledge we could say "on."
B. Singular/Plural:
The cats hide.
The boy fights.
The cat hides.
The boys fight.
'1'he sweaters are here. The sweater is here.
The snake bites. The snakes bite.
The boys are sick. The boy is sick.
The horses run. The horse runs.
The soldiers shoot. The soldier shoots.
The elephants sleep. The elephant sleeps.
The ball bounces.
The elephants are
eating.
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The balls bounce.
The elephant is eating.
Comment: Ricardo and Jos~Luis needed a little prompting
to get started but finished on their own. The
responses were quite creative, i.e. all pertained
to the concept and no two were exactly alike.
The fact that some began with the plural form
and others with the singular form--and all were
able to give the corresponding sentence--is a
good indication of mastery of this concept.
C. Himself/Herself:
The girl types herself.
The girl sits by herself.
Aurea kills herself.
(The class told
her to add IIby".)
The boy stabbed himself.
The boy combs himself. (We went over this
response as it reflects a Spanish word
order.)
The boy washes himself.
The boy hurts himself.
Comment: T~ne ran out nt this point and so did the
children's attention span as indicated by their
responses on this section.
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Concept: Verb Tense
Lesson: Receptive - Future, Present, Past
A. Following Directions: The children took
turns demonstrating actions, such as the
following:
B.
The boy will color. The girl will help.
The boy colors. The girl helps.
The boy colored. The girl helped.
Performing Actions: Several objects were
placed on the table. The children listened
to sentences and had to choose the appropriate
object and perform the ~orresponding action.
The boy will paint. The girl paints.
The boy painted.
The girl/boy ,,,ill w'ash (washes, '\vashed) the
table.
The girl/boy '\'lill pull (pulls, pulled) the
top off the box.
The girl/boy will close (closes, closed) the
door.
The girl/boy will look (looks, looked) in the
box.
The girl/boy ,'lill tie (ties, tied) his/her
shoe.
Comment: Jos~ Luis was the only one at a complete loss
for what to do. Some of the others were hesitant
in finding a way to demonstrate their sentences
but their classmates were able to give them
clues. The most difficult tense for the children
seems to be the future.
Concept:
Lesson:
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Prepositions
Recep"tive and Expressive Prepositions
A. Object Hanipulation: Several toy objects
(red, yellow and blue men, squirrel, fox,
and a box) were placed on the table. The
children listened to sentences and took
turns demonstrating sentences such as:
Put the blue man in the box.
Put the squirrel on the box.
Put the yellow man under the box.
Put the fox between the squirrel and the
blue man.
Comment: The children responded quickly and easily.
B. :;)emonstration: This time the children
viewed a number of displays and gave the
corresponding sentence.
The fox is under the box.
The squirrel is in front of the box.
COITh.'11ent: The children had no difficulty \'1ith the activity.
Ino stated that he could make the sentence he
,vas to give longer than was required. "The
fox hid under the box from the men." This, of
course, set off a chain reaction and added to the
effectiveness of the lesson.
that bookshelf
this bookshelf
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Concept: Distinguishing Bet,~een This/That
Lesson: Receptive - This/That
A. The children were asked if they could
explain ,.,hen to use "this" and when to use
"that. II Several of the children gave
examples such as, "this book" "that book"
but were not able to explain when to use
each. Finally, Niguel said, "If it's in
my hand I say 'this'." From this point
the children were able to clarify that we use
"this" for something close at hand and "that"
for something farther away. As in many
previous instances--the explanation was need-
ed in Spanish, also.
D. Indicating "this" and "that": The children
listened to two phrases and were required to
stand near one object to indicate IIthis"
and point to the second object further
mvay to indicate "that. It Some sample
phrases included:
this table this friend
that table that friend
Cor.ment: Once the children were able to clarify the dif-
ference bet,.,een the t\vO words they ,.,ere able to
perform the second exercise quite easily and there
were few significant problems.
This is a table.
This is a boy.
This is my friend.
This is a girl.
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Concept: Distinguishing Between This/That
Lesson: Expressive - This/That
A. Use of the two words was reviewed before
practice was begun.
D. Performing Actions: The children were
required to make up and demonstrate two
sentences--after being given the noun--
to shOtV' the use of "this" and II that ."
Sentences given by the children:
That is a table.
That is a boy.
That is my friend.
That is a girl.
At this point the children were asked to try
to make up more varied sentences.
This bookcase is almost full.
That bookcase is full.
This chair is \'lhite.
This book is red.
This game is fun.
That chair is red.
That book is green.
That game is boring.
Comment: The first people to volunteer stood next to the
object they wished to indicate as Ilthis ll but
wanted to walk over to the second object also.
Succeeding volunteers learned from the errors
of the first ones and performed the actions cor-
rectly.
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Concept: Passive Voice
Lesson: Receptive and Bxpressive - Passive
A. Picture Displays: The children looked at
each card and ,vere asked who performed the
action. Next,' they listened to several
other sentences with the same verb--in both
the active and the passive voice: (The
dog followed the cat. The boy was followed
by the dog.) and then were asked who per-
formed the action.
The turtle ,vas follo'ied by the ant.
The fox was hugged by the owl.
The boat was pulled by the duck.
The boy was chased by the girl.
'fhe bear was kissed by the pig.
The horse was pulled by the bunny.
The goat was chased by the cow.
The boy was hit by the ball.
The truck '-las pushed by the car.
The fly was eaten by the frog.
Comment: This was a group activity with all responding
together. The teacher was surprised at how
well they responded because the Speech teacher
had advised against using this concept ''lith such
young children--especially bilingual children.
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B. We went over the first six pictures having
the children look at the pictures and give
the corresponding sentence.
Concept: Passive Voice
Lesson: Receptive and Expressive - Passive
A. Demonstration: The children listened to
sentences and volunteered to demonstrate
them.
The girl is pushed by the boy.
The boy pushed the girl.
The boy is follOlY'ed by the girl.
The boy follows the girl.
The girl is followed by the boy.
Comment: The children are demonstrating a much higher
level of mastery than expected.
B. Picture Displays: The same cards ,,,ere used
for the activity as for the previous day.
One card at a time was held up and the
children took turns giving both the active
and the passive responses.
Comment: Initially, the children were given hints before
they ",ere required to give the passive response.
HO\,iever, they quickly indicated that they did
not need any assistance. Perhaps there was some
evidence of the IIhalo effect ll here, as they ,,,ere
read a section of a report that stated that many
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children their age were not able to do as well
as they are doing.
C. The children asked to give and demonstra-te
their Olill sentences. One child would give
a sentence while two others demonstrated.
Other children also gave the form (active
or passive) not used by child one.
Concept: Possessives
Lesson: Expressive - Possessives
A. Picture Card Displays: The children took
turns giving the appropriate response for
each picture.
oy mother's shoe
my brother's ball
my sister's hat
my daddy's car
the girl's book
the boy's shirt
Comment: The exercise went quickly and smoothly. None
of the children demonstrated difficulty ,'lith
this phase of the lesson.
B. Picture Card Displays: Sentences were
assigned to the picture cards. Half of the
sentences contained a possessive and half
contained the same noun in the plural form.
The children had to find the matching pic-
tures and give the corresponding sentences.
1-1other's shoe is lost. Nothers .wear shoes.
Hy brother's ball
bounces.
My brothers play ball.
Daddy's car is new.
The girl's book is
open.
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Daddies drive cars.
The girls read a book.
Comment: The children seemed to have little difficulty
differentiating between plurals and possessives.
Some of the children had problems remembering
the sentences but received help from their
classmates.
Concept: Possessives
Lesson: Review of Possessives
A. Two lists were placed on the board. One
list included possessives used during the
week and the other had the same words in the
plural form.
a b
mother's mothers
father's fathers
brother's brothers
sister's sisters
boy's boys
girl's girls
The differences between the two lists were
reviewed. The children then listened to the
sentences used during the week and were called
upon to point out the form used on the board.
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Con~ent: ~{hen we reviewed the differences between the
lists of words the students responded that
row a means one person and row b means more
than one person. It took several questions to
get them to respond more fully to the meaning
of the possessive form.
B. Picture Drawings: The children were in-
structed to fold their papers into six
parts. On side one they were to draw
pictures demonstrating the possessive
form. Ex: mother's
------_.
The
blank was to be filled in with a noun.
On the reverse side they were to draw
pictures of the plural form. Ex:
mothers • The blank was to be
filled in ,vith a verb.
Concept: Direct/Indirect Objects
Lesson: Receptive - Direct/Indirect Object
A. Following Directions: The children were
required to listen to sentences and demon-
strate their meaning ,'lith the flannel board
and pictures.
The boy brings the baby the baby food.
The man brings the woman the hair dryer.
The giant brings the girl the mushrooms.
The dog brings the puppy the cat.
The man brings the girl the doll.
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The baby brings the woman the house.
The boy brings the man the popcorn.
The girl brings the boy the giant.
The man brings the girl the giant.
The man brings the baby the girl.
The girl brings the man the woman.
The man brings the woman the baby.
Cownent: Sentences did not have to be repeated very often
this time. Some of the children needed to lI walk ll
the figures over to the receiving agent in order
to clarify ''Ihat was given to lvho. Nany of these
children mixed up the direct and indirect objects
during their demonstrations.
Concept: Direct/Indirect Objects
Lesson: Expressive - Direct/Indirect Objects
A. Picture Displays on the Flannel Board:
The children observed three pictures being
placed on the board. The subject and indirect
object were on the left and the direct
object ,vas on the right. They were required
to give the corresponding sentence.
The man brings the boy the girl.
The woman brings the girl the popcorn.
Comment: Several s&~ples were placed on the flannel
board. The children volunteered eagerly when the
indirect object was an object but were more
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pensive when the indirect object was a person
or an animal. There were few errors.
B. Role Playing: Three children at a time came
to the front of the room. Each was assigned
a role. Next they listened to one sentence
at a time and had to act out the meaning.
Comment: The children seemed to enjoy this activity.
Those who remained at their desks were very
observant and helped the others perform their
roles correctly. .
C. Sentence Demonstration: The children were
required to make up a sentence, demonstrate
its meaning w'ith the pictures, and ask
questions about the meaning.
Comment: The children did very well with the sentences.
Patrick suggested that the pictures be used to
also demonstrate other types of sentences,
providing a spontaneous revie,,,.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECO~~lENDATIONS
Project Summary
Rationale
The danger is present that children who speak two
languages may grow up with only a cursory knowledge of both
languages and may not be functionally proficient in either.
Such linguistic deficiencies limit the academic, social and
emotional progress of a student.
A group of second and third grade Spanish/English
bilingual students from Longfellow School in Milwaukee parti-
cipated in an oral language development project. The purpose
of this project was to identify specific deficiencies in
syntax and to design and implement a program to remediate
deficiencies identified in the first phase. It was hypo-
thesized that such instruction would improve the children's
understanding and use of syntactic structures in English.
Detection of Syntax Problems
The children were individually pre-tested in October,
1979, with the Northwestern Syntax Screening Test. The NSST
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is an instrument used to assess children's receptive and
expressive understanding of syntactic structures in English.
The total number of errors for each item were compiled to
determine the areas of greatest weakness for the class. The
ten most frequently missed concepts measured by the NSST
were chosen as the items to which instructional time would
be devoted.
Remediation of Syntax Problems
An audiolingual approach to language learning lvas used
during instructional lessons beginning November 6, 1979, and
ending February 5, 1980. The oral language lessons provided
receptive and expressive practice \vith verb tense, singular/
plural, statements/questions, passive voice, possessives,
direct/indirect objects, 'Yh- question words, this/that and
objects. Approximately one week of instructional time was
devoted to each concept with periodic revie\i of previously
studied concepts. All lessons were accompanied by visual
and manipulative materials to reinforce the meaning of each
concept. ~iaterials were supplemented by role playing,
following directions, acting out of sentences, and free
responses.
Comparison of Pre-Test and Post-Test Results
Twenty-eight students participated in the NSST pre-test.
Of the 28 students, 17 were boys and 11 were girls. The
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students ranged in age from 7-2 to 9-10 years of age. Nine
were in the middle primary grade, 16 were in upper primary
and 3 were in extended primary. Twenty-four students parti-
cipated in the post-test, representing three fewer boys and
one less girl.
Comparison of pre-test and post-test error frequency
showed a significant reduction of errors on all items of both
the receptive and expressive sections of the Northwestern
Syntax Screening Test. Results of the receptive section of
the NSST showed a pre-test mean of 32.6 and a post-test mean
of 37.0. The expressive mean rose from 31.5 on the pre-test
to 37.6 on the post-test. Both increases are significant
at the .01 level.
These results support the hypothesis that direct oral
language teaching will improve Spanish/English bilingual
students· understanding and use of syntactic structures in
English.
Project Recommendations
Continued English Language Development Instruction
The oral language teaching units discussed in Chapters
II and III merely reflect a starting point upon which to
develop a comprehensive language program. ~lore complex
grammatical structures should be given instructional
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consideration as the students demonstrate readiness for
them. The audiolingual approach should still be used but
other methods should also be introduced. Ching (1976) has
outlined a number of activities useful in grammar development
for the bilingual child. Children may listen to tape record-
ings of their favorite stories lito familiarize them \'lith the
syntactical regularities of standard English" (p. 23). The
cloze procedure provides a simple method by which to monitor
students' progress and needs. Students in need of additional
practice may benefit from use of a Language Master.
The machine has a two track audio system so the child
may listen to a structural pattern prerecorded by the
teacher, record his reproduction of the same pattern,
listen to it, and then compare it with the teacher's
if he wants to evaluate what he has recorded. (p. 24)
Also, "have the children engage in substitution drills,
replacement drills, cued-answer drills, transformation drills,
and pattern drills in order to provide practice with the
standard English Dialect n (p. 25).
As the children gain competence with grammatical struc-
tures these skills should be applied and reinforced through
a number of related language activities. Listening and speak-
ing skills can be developed in a language arts class and also
as a part of other subject areas. To help children evaluate
how well they listen, short selections can be read to them
and a list of what they remember from each selection can be
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placed on the board. In successive activities the children
will be able to monitor their progress. "Young people can
be given excellent training in listening through the use
of the radio. Assign a program and have your class write
about it or discuss it" (Karlin, 1977, p. 100). A number
of educational programs are available on the radio during
school hours and many offer follow-up materials. Children
should also be given a number of opportunities to develop
their speaking skills. Oral reporting can be very useful
but teachers must show students how to organize their ideas
and prepare for their presentations. Children should be
allowed to choose a topic that is interesting to them and
that they will enjoy talking about. Students who are
very shy or uncomfortable in reporting to the whole class
may first be given practice in small group sessions or
private conferences with the teacher (Karlin, 1977). Tape
recordings may help students analyze and diagnose their own
speaking skills. Story telling may promote not only improved
speaking skills but reading skills as well as the children
search for a good story to relate to their classmates.
Puppets, chalk talks and flannel board materials may be used
by the children to aid them in story telling. Students may
also enjoy presenting their stories to children in lower
grades once they have attained some skill in this area
(Albrecht, Miller, and Speed, 1974).
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Time should also be devoted to broadening the information
and experience backgrounds which the children presently have.
This is an especially important component of the reading
program. Children will not benefit from reading material
which they do not understand.
~Iany bilingual children fail to comprehend what they
read in the school situation because they lack the vital
first-hand experiences necessary to expand their fund
of concepts and general information and because they
have experienced the life adventures of their own par-
ticular cultures which are not represented in the
school texts. (Ching, 1976, p. 4)
The reading materials to which the children ,~ill be
exposed should be examined and lists of concepts covered in
these materials should be prepared. Items on the lists can
then be divided into categories, such as: foods, animals,
family members, etc. Each category should be studied so
the children will understand the concepts ,~hen they are en-
countered in their reading materials. First-hand experience
should be provided wherever possible.
Vocabulary may be developed in each of the above
language areas. It may also receive separate attention.
A new ,~ord may be introduced to the class each day. After
the meaning of tIle word is understood the children dictate
a sentence using the word and use the ,~ord as frequently as
possible throughout the day. Lobeling articles in the class-
room and school building will also promote vocabulary
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development. Children should be encouraged to discuss
unfamiliar words with teachers, parents and friends. At
this point, teaching dictionary skills may enhance the
child's independence in building vocabulary.
Inclusion of Spanish Language Development Instruction
All of the language areas covered in English--grammar,
listening/speaking, background information/experience, and
vocabulary--must also be developed in Spanish. Although
bilingual children may be fluent in two languages, they are
frequently able to express knowledge of certain concepts in
only one of the languages. For many bilingual children,
Spanish background knowledge and information is limited to
home and family experience. Therefore, care should be taken
that these children are exposed to a great variety of
concepts in school.
Baker, Ross, and Walters (1975) suggest use of a communi-
cation center to develop language skills. In such a center
children are introduced to a number of experiences followed
by opportunities to express what they have learned in oral
or graphic form. The authors also suggest that activities
be. repeated periodically, using the same materials, to allow
students to evaluate their progress.
Cultural experiences provide an excellent vehicle for
building background experience. The benefits in this
approach are twofold. The child gains in Spanish language
development and also in knowledge of hiS/her Hispanic heritage.
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Field trips may be planned to sites of cultural interest.
Prior to the actual visit a number of activities should be
implemented to acquaint children with the function and histori-
cal significance of the site. Follow up activities should
be used to reinforce the vocabulary and concepts learned
from the visit. Two excellent sources of cultural activities
for children of Mexican or Puerto Rican heritage are:
Puerto Rico Studies - Kindergarten, Grades 1-2: Related
Learning Materials and Activities (1973) and Information
and Materials to Teach the Cultural Heritage of the Mexican
American Child (1978). Both sources provide a wide variety
of cultural information regarding famous persons of ~Iexico
and Puerto Rico, history, popular legends, riddles, poems,
foods, celebrations, etc.
Assessment of Transfer to Other Language Related Activities
Language training is valuable only if the students are
able to internalize what they have learned and to apply it
to other situations. If the child sees language related
lessons as isolated drills having no relevance to his/her
daily activities then the instruction is not worth the
effort. Opportunities to use newly learned concepts,
vocabulary, grammar structures, etc. during other classes
should be provided. \vritten work should be assessed to
ascertain whether students are correctly using grammatical
structures already studied. Errors should be pointed out to
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see if the students are able to correct them independently.
If the children are unable to do so further instruction is
necessary. Daily, informal assessment will help teachers
determine the amount of transfer \4/hich is taking place.
BO\iever, formal language assessment measures should also
be used periodically to assess the actual amount of
progress being nade.
Aunque la educacion bilingue bicultural ha sido
criticada por fomentarla separaci6n etnica en este pats,
puede proveer uno de los mejores medios para disminuir esa
separaci6n. Sin una oportunidad econ6mica y social ilimitada,
es casi seguro que los grupos de la minor{a linguistica
permanecer~n aislados, fuera de las actividades t{picas de
la familia americana. Si la educaci6n bilin~rue bicultural
cumple su promesa de proveer destrezas educacionales,
conocimientos y proficiencia en el idioma inglds, eso
/podr~a ser un gran paso de avance para ayudar a remover las
barreras que en el presente impiden a los grupos de la
minor{a lingu{stica el formar parte del nucleo de la vida
americana. / "Mas aun, puede proveer oportunidades para
que todos los ninos conozcan y participen de los beneficios
de una sociedad multicultural. (Although bilingual bi-
cultural education has been criticized as fostering ethnic
separation in this country, it may prove to be one of the
best means of diminishing that separation. Without economic
and social opportunities it is almost certain that language
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minority groups will remain isolated and be left outside
of the typical activities of the American family. If
bilingual bicultural education fulfills its promise to
provide educational skills and proficiency in the English
language, that would be a great step forward in helping
to remove the barriers which presently impede language
minority groups from forming part of the nucleus of
American life. Moreover, such education may provide oppor-
tunities for all children to know and share the benefits
of a multicultural society.) (Comisidn de Derechos
Civiles, 1975, pp. 164-165)
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